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     STUDY ON THE SELENIUM COLLOIDAL SOLUTION. 
S 
   
• IIY I1IYODHI JUxA. • 
      By csing selcniitm dioxide and hydrazine hgdratc to obtain selenium colloidal 
  solution are often studied: -s) 
      Rut with all these methals use can not obtain stable and concentrated solution. 
      So anther adulaed new method to prepare a stable colloid~il solution, and 
  obMincd good result. Now explain the method and indicate the rnarnlation 
  value of the colloidal solution. ~ 
' p) The Process. of The Freparation of Colloidal Solution. 
  (n) Rednetion of Selexinni Dioxide. _ 
      At first added rocs. of selenium dioxide solution to a boiling25oc.c. of 
             \ ~, 1 distilled teater, then at once ro c.c. of
a iY~
aY'
  • hydrazine 'hydrate solution . Reduction 
    occurcd, and mcaswcd the time necessary 
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SCIJUY ON TILE SELENIU']f CO LLOf DAL SOLU'CION .;; 
        25oc,c. I--L,O+loc.c. (SeO._Xgn')~toc.c. (\oH,HpO Ygo~) 
   In this case c]tanged valves of•~ and Y, and studied. 
   So obtained fol]owing curves in Pig. I. 
(b) Stability and Dilution. 
   Among the above xperiments, choked the best (oilowing condition. 
         25oc.c. H.,O loc.c. (Se0 5,~)............foc.c. (~I_II,H.~O2.q/°) 
   After continuing boiling qo seconds, poured it into different amounts of ice 
cooled istilled water and compared the stability of solutions. 
   With this ate series of esperinuvts obtained 'a curve shown in Fig. 2. From 
the curve prefered to use 250 ~;oo c.c. of water. 
   Then concluded follo«~ing process for the preparation f selenium colloidal 
solution. ' 
   "Add 5ooc.c. of distilled water to Qne liter Jena Glass heal:er and ]teat on 
electric-heater. After boiling add 20 c.c. of 3 g'a SeO, solution and then 20 c.c.. of 
2.4 /o N.H~I-I>O solutiaL After continuing the boiling qo seconds, polo it into 
5o c.c. of ice cooled istilled water, and wait anti] become to 20°c. 
   ~\fith this method obtained colloidal solution tvltich ad selenium 2y,5 mg./liter, 
and particle size «~as r=3o mm. (selenium is pegativc crystal but for coirvenience 
taken to 6e sphere.) 
    • (IL Measuring Method of Determing Coagulation Value 
                     and Coagulation Value. 
   On the• colloidal solution, which teas obtained above, measured coagulation' 























    Non• let us compare with coagulation values of gold and sulphur colloidal 
 solution. 
     From,the results find good coincidence with sulphur and seleniwn.°-s> 
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• (III) Influence of Hydrazine Hydrate and Selenium Dioxide on 
         the Stability of Selenium 'Colloidal Solution. 
Coagulation Value of selenium Colloidal solution, which had ellapsed 5monthes 
pteparatibn, was influenced by hydrazine, hydrate and selenium dioxide. 
Next table indicate the results.
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 From results observe that hydrazine 
coagulates inflenccs: (Fig. ;) 
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   To obtain stable 
hydrazine hydrate. 
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      Summary. 
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Formation made at boiling state. 
Boiling Colloidal solution is poured into cold distilled water. 
The colloidal solution is dialyzed with perchmcut paper. 
colloidal solution has following coagulation Values. r
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